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Commonwealth strengthens the financial opportunity and security of 
financially vulnerable people by discovering ideas, piloting solutions, 
and driving innovations to scale.

Mission:

We build solutions to make people financially secure.

About Commonwealth



Financially Vulnerable Americans

Key Pain Points

§ Liquid Savings:  41% of Americans don’t have access to $400 of liquid savings in case of an 
emergency; 
§ The current personal savings rate (2.4%) is the lowest it’s been since 2005

§ Liquid Asset Poverty:  In the US, 36.8% of households are living in liquid asset poverty

§ Access:  Nearly 20% of US households are “underbanked”

§ Financial Security:  Only 28% of households are financially healthy

§ Volatility and Income:  Almost half (47%) of Americans are spending more than or equal to 
their income

§ Debt: Consumer debt has risen consistently in the past 4 years, surpassing levels that 
preceded the Great Recession at $12.96 trillion
§ The vast majority of that growth (90%) is due to rising student and auto loans
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Barriers to Small Dollar Savings

Lack of Supply

§ Traditional savings vehicles can be difficult to access

§ Traditional savings are not designed for short term emergencies, low 
balances that move up and down as they are used and rebuilt

§ Savings accounts more broadly are FI-centric design vs. consumer-centric 
design

§ Often carry (hidden) fees and/or minimum balances

§ Interest rates are minimal or non-existent

§ No access today through employers



Barriers to Small Dollar Savings

Behavioral Barriers 

§ Prioritizing present vs. future self

§ Disproportionate focus on self-sacrifice 
and delayed gratification 
(“Don’t buy that cup of coffee!”)

§ Limited/poor access points, lack of 
automation, few nudges

§ Stressful; lacking a sense of community, lonely

§ The savings “customer experience” isn’t high quality:  lacks fun and 
engagement



Barriers to Small Dollar Savings

Defining savings

§ The term (“savings”) is owned by the retailing segment now – financial 
services gave it away

§ Saving for now vs. soon vs. later

§ Use cases (pain points) vs. “savings accounts”

§ Emergency savings, in particular, is not “accumulation” in another bucket

§ Savings should be a habit not a number



Barriers to Small Dollar Savings

*Regulatory*

§ Banks and credit unions cite “Reg D” as limiting online/phone movement 
of funds from savings to checking to 6 times per month

§ A consumer can make unlimited moves if they do it in person

§ The Walmart Money Card allows 20 digital moves per day and The Vault is 
run by Green Dot Bank



Overview of Prized-Linked Savings and Credit Unions
PLS Attributes

§ People earn the chance to win prizes for saving money
§ Transforms the stress and sacrifice of saving to immediate reward, possibility, 

and suspense
§ Provides an incentive to save more
§ No-lose proposition – no risk!



2008 Save to Win



History of Prized-Linked Savings and Credit Unions
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Impact of Prize-Linked Savings in Credit Unions

92,000+ 
ACCOUNTHOLDERS

$195 million 
SAVED

85-93% 
ACCOUNTHOLDERS ARE

FINANCIALLY VULNERABLE

$2,315 
AVERAGE SAVED
PER ACCOUNT

*Findings from largest CU products since 2009

Benefits to Credit Unions

§ New accounts: 10-15% joined for PLS

§ Cross-selling: 62% said building savings increases likelihood they will use other 
financial products

§ Increased customer satisfaction: Consumers frequently note increased 
excitement about their institution



Scaling Savings Innovation:  PLS products



It’s not a lottery, but, hopefully, just as fun!



We build solutions to make people financially secure.



Introduction



Project 

Giving voice to lower-wage people living the changing 
nature of work.



Insights

The impact of work arrangements on: 

1. Worker Identity

2. Work Quality

3. Work-Life Balance

4. Financial Challenges



Insights



The Impact of Work Arrangements on 
Worker Identity



Work Arrangement Labels

Traditional Workers 9-to-5 “traditional” job

Temp Workers Find work through temp agency

Sub-Contracted Workers Work for agency doing specific work 
(e.g., custodial, security)

Gig Workers Work in the gig economy (e.g., Lyft, 
Postmates)

Freelancers Freelancer, do not report to one 
employer



How Workers Describe Their Work

Temp Workers

Sub-Contracted 
Workers

Gig Workers “I’m a Lyft driver.”

“I work with children with 
special needs.”

“I work in customer 
service and find work 
through a temp agency.”



How Workers Define Themselves

Common perspective about finances

Hopes and aspirations

“I can use more money, but who can’t?”

“I want to open 
my own food 
truck.”

“I’m following my 
dream of being a 
journalist.”

“I want a better 
future for my 
children.”



The Impact of Work Arrangements on 
Work Quality



Work Quality

What is a “good job” ?



Basic Needs

Steady Income + 
Good Benefits

Flexible
Scheduling

Opportunities
to Grow

Safety
on the Job



Higher Needs

Meaningfulness
Value

Recognition

Respect Opportunities
to Learn and Thrive

Honesty and
Transparency



Persona - Jane

Total control over 
schedule

Income variesPays out of pocket



Persona - Jane

Thanked directly
for work

Efforts 
are recognized

Meets variety of 
people



Does Jane have a good job?

Poll for the audience



Good Job Qualities in Non-Traditional Work

Total control over 
schedule



Good Job Qualities in Non-Traditional Work

Thanked directly
for work

Efforts 
are recognized

Meets variety of 
people



The Impact of Work Arrangements on 
Work-Life Balance



Why Non-Traditional Work?

“What 2 or 3 words would you choose to describe 
how you feel about your current work?”

What do you think they said?



“Interesting”

Positives of Non-Traditional Work

“I’ve always done gig work…It’s 
what I’m drawn to. The 

exposure is different from 
working a 9-5 job.”

“Independence”

“You can be working forty 
hours a week for someone 

else’s company and dream. You 
can make a lot of money and 

not be happy.”



Negatives of Non-Traditional Work

Age: 33
City: Louisville

Work Type: Sub-Contracted
Job: Public Health Consultant 

Stephen

• “Stressful”

• “Unstable”

“Not being sure about work coming in... It’s 
very stressful. The insecurity and instability of 

it all is the biggest risk.”



Negatives of Non-Traditional Work

Age: 32
City: New York City

Work Type: Gig Economy
Job: “Tasker”

Sarah

• “Challenging”

• “Frustrating”
“It seems like every other day they 
make it more difficult for people to 

find you and hire you.”



Tradeoffs

“Each Friday, all my friends complain about 
their week. I don’t feel that way. For me, 

any day could be Friday.”

Stephanie – Sub-Contracted - Driver

Most intend to stay in their work arrangement



The Impact of Work Arrangements on 
Financial Challenges



Financial Challenge

Financially Vulnerable Workers Feel Financial Pressure

75% of all workers are struggling or just getting by financially.



Lack of Access to Benefits

38%
Percentage of surveyed Traditional workers lacking 

access to insurance and retirement benefits.



Planning for Retirement and Health

Retirement and Health

26%

32%Workers who skipped medical 
treatment(s) in past year.

Workers with no plans to start saving 
for retirement.



Income Volatility

• Issue for all lower-wage workers.

• Bigger issue for Non-Traditional workers.

• Income is volatile and unpredictable for gig workers.

“I can’t go out on weekends 
anymore because that’s when I can 
make the most money.”



Hours Elasticity

• Non-Traditional workers can mostly work hours they want. 

• Traditional workers cannot shift when and how much they work.  

• Traditional workers tend to work more than desired.

“If I need to take care of my 
son because he’s home sick 
from school, I can take the 
day off.”



Use of Financial Services

Use of Alternate Financial Services

9% 19%

Non-TraditionalTraditional

94% 56%

Non-TraditionalTraditional

Use of Checking/Savings Accounts



Takeaways



1. All lower-wage workers struggle financially.

2. Immediate needs and aspirations.

3. Good for the pocket book and good for the soul.

4. The privilege of choice.

5 Things to Remember….



Breakout Activity



Logistics 

• Groups of 5-7 people

• Large and small Post-Its

• Sharpies



Activity

Your Challenge

Given the changing nature of work, how might we 

(credit unions) tackle the $400 emergency savings 

challenge?



Process

1. Brainstorm (individually or as a group) – 15 minutes

2. Group ideas, discuss, and select top idea – 15 minutes

3. Sketch out idea (drawing, wireframes, user flow, etc.) – 15 

minutes

4. Present to group – 10 minutes



Brainstorm

All ideas are good ideas – the more the merrier!



Group Your Ideas

Group, discuss, then vote.



Sketch Out Your Idea

Don’t worry about quality – just get it out there!

Drawing Wireframe User Flow



Activity

Your Challenge

Given the changing nature of work, how might we 

(credit unions) tackle the $400 emergency savings 

challenge?

Part 1: Brainstorm



Activity

Your Challenge

Given the changing nature of work, how might we 

(credit unions) tackle the $400 emergency savings 

challenge?

Part 2: Group ideas, discuss, and select top idea 



Activity

Your Challenge

Given the changing nature of work, how might we 

(credit unions) tackle the $400 emergency savings 

challenge?

Part 3: Sketch out your idea



Activity

Your Challenge

Given the changing nature of work, how might we 

(credit unions) tackle the $400 emergency savings 

challenge?

Presentations
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